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Summer is officially here, providing the opportunity for arts and crafts
DIYers to create some seasonally-inspired pieces. One of the best
materials to use this time of year is seashells. Using rare shells or a
variety of shells, you can create virtually any decoration you can
imagine. Although some seashell art may be a little challenging to pull
off with your kids, you can create a fun crafts project using anything
you have handy. For instance, create a unique seashell candle (like the
one pictured above) to serve as a centerpiece on your outdoor table
during summer picnics by using our Super Glue Glass Adhesive.
Read the full article for more details.
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Foam Models Made Easy with
Zap-O Foam Safe CA and Zip
Kicker

In the past, we’ve shown you some great applications for Super Glue
products on wood, metal, plastic, ceramic, and even paper products.
But what if your hobbies include making models out of foam? After all,
foam is a durable and lightweight modeling material that’s perfect for
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things like model boats or planes. Unfortunately, regular Super Glue is
usually not suitable for adhering pieces of foam together. That’s where
the Zap-O Foam Safe CA (cyanoacrylate) and Foam Safe Kicker come
in.
Read the full article to find out more!
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Pro Lok is Perfect for Model
Helicopters

Pro Lok Thread Lock is a must-have for many model hobbyists,
especially if your model of choice is a remote control helicopter. As this
video demonstrates, using a threadlocker is essential to keeping your
helicopter in the air. This is because a product like Pro Lok keeps nuts
and bolts in place, resisting loosening due to vibration. This will keep
your model in the air, and save you the hassle of having to make
repairs because of a crash. Although the video deals with RC
helicopters specifically, this is also good advice for model planes and
even model cars that might have similar moving parts.
Read the full article

Buttons and Super Glue Make
Beautiful Art

Are you looking for a DIY craft project that’s fun, simple, and looks
great? If so, then creating your very own mosaic out of assorted buttons
may be the perfect project for you. This project calls for only a
minimum of materials, and the result is always unique and colorful. And
because the process is so simple, the potential for customization is

virtually limitless. This is a great craft to do with the kids; just make
sure to supervise all Super Glue use.
Read full article
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